FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Vertical Communications Unveils Wave IP Edge 5000i-4 Phone
Cost-effective Devices Deliver Sophisticated IP Features
to the Small Business Market
Santa Clara, Calif., December 19, 2013—Vertical Communications®, a leading provider of
business communications software and solutions, today announced the availability of its new
Edge 5000i-4 phone, the company’s latest addition to its Wave IP line of unified
communications handsets. Suitable for both IP PBX and Centrex environments, the Edge 5000i4 offers a range of unified communications features at a competitive price, making it a practical
solution for small- and medium-size businesses.
The Edge 5000i-4 entry-level model features a two-line graphical display, four programmable
buttons and four-way navigation that guides users through a host of call features and functions.
Its remote capabilities and intuitive administration allows small- and medium-size companies to
easily configure and manage the device.
“Vertical is recognized for offering powerful, customer-focused communications technology that
meets the sophisticated needs of small businesses,” noted Rick Dell, chief operating officer at
Vertical Communications. “The Edge 5000i-4 continues our company’s philosophy in addressing
this market. Its intelligent design, advanced features and intuitive interfaces can help customers
increase productivity and efficiency, at an affordable price.”
About Vertical Communications®
Vertical Communications, Inc. is a unified communications (UC) and IP telephony solutions
provider for business-to-business communications. Vertical’s Wave IP business
communications software and systems provide the enterprise-class functionality necessary to
deliver seamless connectivity, collaboration and mobility through smart, powerful telephony and
voice applications that are simple to deploy and use, while substantially reducing operating
costs. With more than 200,000 customers across all industries, Vertical solutions are distributed
and supported through a network of authorized dealers throughout North America, Europe, Latin
America and Asia. For more information, visit www.vertical.com.
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